Youth Violence

Youth violence means a lot to me. I say this because I have lost relatives and know people who are included in it. Basically youth violence is teens killing and hurting one another. I say that because once one is hurt it causes another problem to break out. Also once that happens it's all crazy. Also it hurts those whom known the person who was hurt a lot. In addition I believe that this should not be accruing because there's no reason to solve something with death. So we should be really thinking about what we do to others before leaving people hurt.

There are a couple of reasons to why youth violence is happening. One of the biggest reasons is because of jealousy. Meaning someone has something you want but can't get at that moment. It could be anything from named brand clothes to jewelry. So that person will think that the only way to get do that with out doing much is to take it from you. Which will have to by force because it's very clear that you wont just hand to over unless you knew that your life was a very high risk. Another reason why youth violence accurse is because someone wants to fell bigger. So they will fight in front of everyone to see that he is stronger than you. Because of these reasons that is why youth violence breaks out.

When it comes to violence it will always have an effect no matter what type but the one that it hurts a lot is youth violence. One reason is because once you hurt some one their parents are going to feel sad and be hurt also because someone
whom they might know or not has taken their child’s life away. Which after that can and certainly will cause more problems after. Another way that youth violence effects people is because once you hurt some one which is a crime that can mess your life up a lot. Because lets say you just damage them not to the kill moment but really hurt. Than you would have to spend some time in jail. On the other hand lets say you kill that person than you are really unintelligent because once you kill someone you are put on something called Capital Punishment (death role). So you basically just killed yourself. So youth violence really effects.

Youth violence affects my life in a lot of ways because I have lost and know people whom are a part of youth violence. What I mean bye lost is I have family members and friends whom been killed and permanent hurt by youth violence. One example is my stepsister’s father whom was shot by a group of teens. It was an accident it still left people hurt especially my stepsister. Another example is not me but I know for sure that when someone’s child is hurt do to youth violence that they will be hurt a lot and also the perpetrators parent not only the victims parent. Those are some of youth violence effects.

I believe that we can all put a stop to youth violence but it’s going to take sometime. One big idea that I have is to create more activates. So if they the teens have things to Dothan they well more likely to get out of the street and join a group to do something that they really enjoy instead of standing on the street corner doing things they know they shouldn’t but do anyway. This is not something that will happen over night but it should work. The bad part is that the economy is on dept so
there staring to cut out youth jobs and more. So they have no other way to make money so they look to the street. Which is what we don’t want because that’s the start of youth violence. That is my big idea to how we can all come together to put a stop to youth violence.